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Housekeepers 

Røldalterrassen is searching for 1-2 housekeepers/extra helpers for the upcoming summer season. 

Start up: around 10th of July until the end of August/beginning of September 

We are looking for people mainly with experience in cleaning of apartments/cabins/holiday homes, but also 

restaurants. Experience in restaurant/hotel service is a plus. 

Qualifications: 

 Able to work independently, ability to manage your own time  

 Service & detail-oriented => focused on giving the best holiday experience to our guests  

 Likes to work in a physically demanding profession 

 Good level of English is needed, at least B1/B2 (without using a translator for this job ad) 

 Flexibility in regard to working hours and helping out in other departments 

 Driving license B => position requires some driving 

 Able to perform the tasks efficiently and accurately, sticking to provided routines 

 Ideally some administrative knowledge => simple work with the booking system 

 The position is perfect for someone that has determination and interest in cleaning/hospitality 

You will be responsible for: 

 Ensuring Røldalterrassen’s common areas are clean and inviting, that includes: 

-cleaning of the restaurant, toilets, conference rooms, gym, office, staff rooms 

 Cleaning apartments and cabins that Røldalterrassen rents out or any outside cleaning orders 

 Cleaning rooms and common areas in our hostel 

 Periodic deep cleaning of different areas in Røldalterrassen and of apartments/cabins 

 Keeping storage rooms tidy and up to date (bed linen storage, cleaning supplies storage) 

 Following routines and filling out cleaning checklists on paper and in the booking system 

 Helping out in other departments if needed, that includes: 

-possibility of helping out in the in the bar/waitressing/dishwashing/kitchen help 

By working with us you get: 

 80% position (with a probability of working more than 30h) - seasonal contract 

 Salary according to tariff  

 Training 

 Dynamic and informal environment in an international team 

 Opportunity for further development for the right candidate 

 Accommodation in our hostel for staff with shared facilities and wifi (1000kr/month), 

possibility of renting out an apartment for a group/couple (3500-4500kr per person) 

 Employee discounts in our restaurant  

 Free access to Røldalterrassen’s gym 

 Company car for private use for 3,5kr per km 

 

We assess the applications continuously, if you are interested or have any questions, send your CV with your 

application to post@roldalterrassen.no   

 

Røldalterrassen is mainly a restaurant, but we also provide/manage accommodation as well as service in Røldal Ski Resort 

cafeterias during winter. We also rent out our conference rooms, gym, host parties/rent out our areas for special occasions. 

We are located in a valley right under the ski slopes of Røldal Ski Resort, 10 minutes’ drive to the village of Røldal, situated 

in an amazing hiking area near the Hardangervidda plateau and Folgefonna glacier, as well as popular Trolltunga. 
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